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1. Impossible Made Possible

Words by Trilby Carter Jordan
Music by F. Thomas Simpson

Piano

Accompaniment:

And, me - lia wowed the na - tion, with skills in a - vi - a - tion be - oh, there’s no de - ny - ing, how Ed - i - son_ kept try - ing. A
coming the first woman to fly the ocean blue. Through
thousand times met failure, before he got it right.

obstacles gigantic, she conquered the Atlantic. She
Thomas was insistent, amazingly persistent and

made her record setting flight in nineteen thirty two!
thanks to Thomas Edison we've got electric light.
Halftime feel

Impossible made possible. They proved their critics

wrong. They danced to life’s chaotic beat and sang a hero’s song!

Impossible made possible by vision bold and new.
With steadfast will, they found a way to make their dreams come true.
There's many we could mention deserving of attention.

The people celebrated, admired far and wide.

What led to fame and glory? Each hero has a
**SPEAKER 1:** Impossible! Look at the word closely. *(holds up sign saying “Impossible”) Notice anything? It’s really two words: I’m Possible. *(turns the sign around to reveal back side saying “I’m Possible”)*

**SPEAKER 2:** Heroes seem to know—and believe—this little trick. They turn “Impossible” into “I’m Possible” all the time, right?

**SPEAKER 1:** That’s why we’ve been trying to figure out what gives heroes their super power—the super power that lets them fight giants. And win!

**SPEAKER 2:** Well, we’ve done some investigating. And today we’re ready to reveal what we’ve discovered.

**SPEAKER 3:** *(speaking to audience)* Have we found the master keys that will help us to defeat the challenges of today? If so, you’ll be the first to know. Let’s look into the lives of certain heroic Americans to see what their stories might have to say. Look, here comes Amelia Earhart!

*(Amelia strides on stage followed by a friend.)*

**FRIEND:** Amelia! Wait up. I just heard you were going to try for another flight record.

**AMELIA:** That’s right! I’m gonna be the first woman to fly an airplane—solo—all the way across the Atlantic!

**FRIEND:** Across the ocean? Amelia, that’s so dangerous.

**AMELIA:** You know how I love flying—and how important it is to me to encourage other women to take up challenges. Wish me luck!

*(Both exit.)*

**SPEAKER 1:** And she made it! Flying was her passion.

**SPEAKER 2:** Passion, enthusiasm—they do carry a boost of energy. So you think passion was her master key? Okay. Let’s say Amelia’s passion pushed her to keep flying and setting records.

**SPEAKER 3:** If passion describes Earhart, what word would you choose for Edison?
EDISON: (enters) Even if I have to try ten thousand times, I don’t consider that I’ve failed; I’ve just found ten thousand ways that don’t work! (exits)

SPEAKER 4: Ten thousand ways? Edison’s motto must have been, “Keep trying,” or “don’t give up.”

SPEAKER 5: He had persistence!

SPEAKER 6: Yep. Edison kept at it, and look what happened. He gave us an affordable electric light, the phonograph, the moving picture camera, and lots more.

SPEAKER 4: Hey, where’d you get all that information?

SPEAKER 6: (pulls out smartphone and wiggles it proudly) A little thing I like to call “the internet.” (puts phone back into pocket)

SPEAKER 5: (clears throat) Anyway … with passion and persistence, amazing things can happen.

SPEAKER 6: Yeah! Let me tell you about Lewis and Clark, two of my personal favorites. (pulls out smartphone again) They became famous for exploring the western part of America back in 1804 to 1806.

SPEAKER 4: (grabs phone from Speaker 6 and begins reading) Calling their expedition “The Corps of Discovery,” they started near St. Louis, Missouri and explored uncharted territory all the way to the Pacific Ocean …

SPEAKER 6: (interrupting) … which is the land we got in the Louisiana Purchase. (takes phone from SPEAKER 4 and puts in pocket) Today, 200 years later, you can find Lewis and Clark’s actual journals online!

SPEAKER 5: And let’s not forget about Sacagawea—she was a very important part of their group, and the only woman on the expedition. She served as a guide and interpreter so they could communicate with the tribes they encountered on their journey.

(Lewis, Clark, and Sacagawea enter and explore.)
2. Flow Mighty Rivers

Words by Trilby Carter Jordan

Music by Anna Laura Page
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ALL VOICES

Flow, mighty rivers and carry us West, to the Pacific Coast shore.

Over the wilderness mountains and plains,

Piano

Flow, mighty rivers and carry us West, to the Pacific Coast shore.

Over the wilderness mountains and plains,
bring us back safely once more.

Our Captain is Lewis, the
President's choice; Second Lieutenant is Clark.

Mapping, exploring, we're claiming new lands. The
Corps of Discovery embarks!

Pull on the oars with a tempo long, steady stroke; we'll
leave the Missouri behind.

Head the Columbia.
Mapping, exploring, we're claiming new lands. The Corps of Discovery embarks!

Pull on the oars with a long, steady stroke; we'll leave the Missouri behind. Ahead the Columbia
River a waits; who knows what adventures we'll find.

LEWIS: (reading aloud from his journal) April 17, 1805. Saw herds of buffalo, elk, antelopes with some deer and wolves. Immense quantities of game—in every direction!

Sa - ca - ga - we - a, she
guides and translates, speaking to tribes that we meet.

Cold, often hungry, we barter for food; we're grateful for something to eat.

Danger and hardships, and thousands of miles,
(Lewis, Clark, and Sacagawea exit.)

SPEAKER 7: Moving on from Lewis and Clark—(turns to see SPEAKER 8) what are you doing?

SPEAKER 8: (fiddling with smartphone) Just looking up our next hero—or should I say SHE-ro? HE-ro? SHE-ro? (coughs) Heroine. Our next heroine is Helen Keller. Can you imagine, not being able to see … or hear?

(Anne and Helen enter and start reading a braille book. This pantomime should continue until song.)

SPEAKER 9: I can’t think of anyone who had bigger challenges. From the time she was 19 months old, she was both blind and deaf. Yet, with incredible determination and the help of her teacher, Anne Sullivan, Helen graduated from college.

SPEAKER 8: She traveled to 39 countries, met four presidents, and raised a lot of money for the blind.

SPEAKER 7: Anne became Helen’s life long friend and companion. And through the years, Helen never stopped calling Anne “Teacher”.

(Anne and Helen exit.)
3. We Know It’s True

Words by Trilby Carter Jordan

Music by Anna Laura Page
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Helen fell ill because

fore she was two; she lost sight and hearing, oh

11

what would she do? She traveled the world if that
Some say, “Impossible!” but
we know it’s true. They found her a
teacher, developed a plan; Anne Sullivan
came and the lessons began.
Helen learned words that were drawn on her hand. Some say, "It can't happen!" but we know it can.

Helen learned braille, began reading with pride.
Through college years, Anne remained at her side.

Trav'ling and writing, soon Helen's fame grew.

Some say, "impossible!"

Some say, "impossible!" but we know it's

畏
Cast of Characters and Costumes

Speakers 1–16: Regular concert attire. Speakers and chorus could be wearing matching t-shirts and black pants, or just in the semi-formal clothes you’d require for any other concert or program. Though 16 speakers are listed, please combine or divide parts to meet the needs of your group. Speakers will exit and reenter the choir before and after their spoken lines.

Heroes (Amelia, Friend, Edison, Lewis, Clark, Sacagawea, Helen, Anne, Martin Luther King Jr., Protestors, Astronauts): Costuming can be as simple as wearing all black with a large name tag readable from the audience to detailed period costumes to anything in between.

Props

Poster: For Speaker 1. Should say “Impossible” on the front and “I’m Possible” on the back.

Smartphone: For use by certain speakers looking up information on their heroes. Can be real or something that looks similar. Doesn’t need to work.

Notebook and pen: For Lewis to carry and take notes in.

Book: For Helen and Anne to read from.

Civil rights protest signs: For protestors to carry. Should say things like: All Are Created Equal, We Walk for Human Dignity, Equal Rights for All, and We Shall Overcome (etc.).

American flag: For astronauts’ moon landing.

Poster: To be created by your group and brought in at end. Should include heroes from this play and their “super powers” as well as any others your group suggests.

Staging and Setting

Chorus should be on risers or arranged in lines to make room for one center space for speakers and another off-center space for heroes. Speakers should exit and re-enter chorus after their scenes.

The stage and auditorium/audience space can be decorated with posters of newspapers/headlines from the past honoring our heroes both represented in this show and not. Additionally, students may cut outlines of themselves out of colored butcher paper to create a setting of shadows of heroes past, present, and future.
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